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 . The Buzz. Michael “Buffalo” Jones doesn’t just keep his music simple. He makes it beautiful. Every song he’s ever released
has been a beautifully crafted, emotive, melodic manifestation of his rambling, intense, deep-soul nature. A massive Detroit hip-
hop fan, Buffalo didn’t get his start until he was in his mid-twenties, when he signed with Rap-A-Lot Records. In the five years

that followed, he went from being buried in his hometown of Detroit to a national and international sensation. His hit single,
“I’m a Playa,” reached the top of the Billboard Hot 100 in 2004, was nominated for a Grammy Award, and helped establish
Jones as an iconoclast and self-made artist. This true story follows Buffalo Jones as he struggles to pay bills, meet fans, and

support his wife and children, not to mention deal with the repercussions of fame and fortune. A powerful examination of the
early life of a former hustler turned superstar, this riveting book combines the voices of Jones’ friends and family, giving a close-
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up look at the life that Buffalonians could not afford to miss. Growing up in Detroit, Buffalo Jones would go by different
names, even before he decided to ditch his punk rock moniker and adopt the moniker “Buffalo.” As a youngster, he called

himself “Trae,” thinking it sounded like “cool,” but eventually settled on “Buffalo,” a name his father gave him. Before he found
fame, he lived in the projects, drove a dirty old truck, and sold drugs to pay his bills. Now, despite being one of the biggest hip-
hop stars in the world, Jones is still a down-to-earth, likable guy. In the summer of 1997, a friend introduced Buffalo to DJ Kool
Herc, who eventually taught him the ropes of DJing and hip-hop. After a brief stint at his Uncle Luke’s, the young DJ got a gig
at a club called The Shelter, where his energy and enthusiasm made a huge impact. At this time, Buffalo’s already adept DJing

skills were augmented with his talents as a spoken-word poet. His first big appearance, in 1998, was at the Detroit Hip-Hop
Festival, where he won the Rap Artist of the 82157476af
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